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THE PARTNERS
s

Programmatic Communication
Platform commences work on
climate change
The Programmatic Communication Platform (PCP) which was established in
January 2018 by the Devolution and Climate Change Adaptation Programme
documentation

(DaCCA) development partner- SustainableEnergy began its activities in the
month of October. The platform seeks to contribute towards Climate change
adaptation and mitigation interventions integration into on-going development
and governance processes and addressed locally through public and private
investments benefitting vulnerable groups in Mozambique, Tanzania, Uganda
and Kenya.
The 8 members of the platform began documentation of evidence of climatic
change in the month of October in various sites in the participating countries. The
outcome of these site visits being, short films showcasing the effects of climate
change and community coping mechanisms in climate change vulnerable
communities. Platform members will also write articles and take photos that will
support the evidence of climatic change.

Besides this, members are
triggering climate action via
direct tweeting to relevant
decision makers in their countries
via the shared twitter accountUniting for Climate. Tweets are
pegged to the hashtag
#TakeClimateAction
The platform will be advocating
for better climate solutions for
vulnerable communities through
to 2019.

Photo: Some of the members of the programmatic
communication platform

SustainableEnergy embarks
on annual mission to Kenya
Between the 4th and the 11th of
October, 2018, the Devolution and
Climate Change Adaptation in
Western Kenya (DaCCA)
Programme partners hosted their
Northern PartnerSustainableEnergy. This visit was
organized for the main purpose of
meeting with the DaCCA
programme partners to discuss the
progress of the programme in
Kisumu and Homabay Counties.
DaCCA partners got the opportunity to share their main results during the first 6 months of
2018, their reflections on the project’s outcome and their work plan and expected results in
2018. The partners also discussed the programme’s new phase that is to begin in 2020 and
which would incorporate an additional county.
In addition, the different working groups operating under the DaCCA programme also shared
the progress of their activities with the SustainableEnergy team.
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